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ABSTRACT
The spatial and temporal variability of convection during the North American Monsoon Experiment
(NAME) was examined via analysis of three-dimensional polarimetric radar data. Terrain bands were defined
as the Gulf of California (over water) and elevations of 0–500 m above mean sea level (MSL; coastal plain),
500–1500 m MSL, and .1500 m MSL. Convective rainfall over the Gulf typically featured the smallest values
of median volume diameter (D0) regardless of rain rate. Gulf convection also contained reduced precipitationsized ice water mass but proportionally more liquid water mass compared to convection over land. These
maritime characteristics were magnified during disturbed meteorological regimes, which typically featured
increased precipitation over the Gulf and adjacent coastal plain. Overall, the results suggest increased reliance on warm-rain collision and coalescence at the expense of ice-based precipitation growth processes for
convective rainfall over the Gulf, relative to the land. Over land D0, ice, and liquid water mass all increased
with decreasing terrain elevation, suggesting intensification of convection as it moved off the Sierra Madre
Occidental. The results are consistent with the hypothesis that both warm-rain and ice-based rainfall processes play important roles in precipitation formation over land. Coastal-plain convection underwent microphysical modifications during disturbed meteorological regimes that were similar to Gulf convection, but
the changes were less dramatic. High-terrain convection experienced little microphysical variability regardless
of meteorological regime.

1. Introduction
a. Background
There are two generally accepted archetypes for tropical convection: continental and maritime (Rutledge et al.
1992; Williams et al. 1992; Randell et al. 1994; Zipser
1994; Zipser and Lutz 1994; Rosenfeld and Lensky 1998;
Nesbitt et al. 2000, 2006; Petersen and Rutledge 2001;
Rosenfeld and Ulbrich 2003; Takahashi and Shimura
2004; Phillips et al. 2007; Ulbrich and Atlas 2007; Xu
et al. 2009). The continental archetype is characterized
by relatively less dependence on ‘‘warm-rain’’ microphysical processes, namely collision and coalescence, for
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the production of rainfall. Instead, continental convection
tends to strongly involve ice-based growth processes—
in particular, depositional, aggregrational, and riming
growth of ice particles, which subsequently melt into
rain (Rosenfeld and Lensky 1998; Atlas and Williams
2003; Ulbrich and Atlas 2007). By contrast, the maritime
archetype depends more strongly on warm-rain processes (Jorgensen and LeMone 1989; Hu and Srivastava
1995; Rosenfeld and Lensky 1998; Atlas and Ulbrich
2000, 2006; Ulbrich and Atlas 2007). These two archetypes have been invoked to explain, among other things,
observed regional variability in latent heating profiles
(Tao et al. 2001, 2006, 2010) as well as the observed
land–ocean contrast in lightning flash rates (Orville and
Spencer 1979; Zipser and Lutz 1994; Boccippio et al. 2000;
Nesbitt et al. 2000; Toracinta et al. 2002; Xu et al. 2009).
It is important to note that these convective archetypes merely represent two opposite ends of a spectrum
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of convective microphysical structures (Boccippio et al.
2005). In a given tropical region, one would expect a
particular convective storm to exist somewhere along
this continuum, with its position on the spectrum defined by the relative importance of warm-rain versus icebased microphysical processes within it.
Moreover, convection in a particular tropical region
need not be composed of only one particular type
(Boccippio et al. 2005). Variability in microphysical
structure is commonly observed as a function of meteorological forcing. For example, in the Amazon basin
easterly low-level winds typically result in convection
that is more continental in character, whereas westerly
flow results in a more maritime structure (Cifelli et al.
2002, 2004; Halverson et al. 2002; Petersen et al. 2002;
Rickenbach et al. 2002; Silva Dias et al. 2002). Another
example is in northern Australia, with ‘‘monsoon’’ versus ‘‘break’’ convection taking on characteristics of
the maritime versus continental archetypes, respectively
(Rutledge et al. 1992; Williams et al. 1992; Randell et al.
1994; May and Ballinger 2007; May et al. 2008). These
are but a few of the many examples of variability in
convective structure seen throughout the tropics (Houze
and Cheng 1977; Zipser 1994; DeMott and Rutledge
1998; Johnson et al. 1999; Nesbitt et al. 2000; Petersen
and Rutledge 2001; Stith et al. 2002; Petersen et al. 2003;
Boccippio et al. 2005; Yuter et al. 2005; Cetrone and
Houze 2006; Nesbitt et al. 2006; Pereira and Rutledge
2006; Cifelli et al. 2007).
These differences in vertical structure of convection
have important impacts on the rainfall drop size distributions (DSDs) observed in convective rainfall. For
example, the maritime archetype is characterized by
smaller average drop size than in the continental archetype (Atlas and Ulbrich 2000; Bringi et al. 2003, 2009;
Rosenfeld and Ulbrich 2003; Atlas and Ulbrich 2006;
Ulbrich and Atlas 2007). Understanding and properly
characterizing these differences in convective structure
and rainfall DSDs is a key goal in precipitation research,
especially within the fields of remote sensing and cloud
modeling.
Knowledge of convective structure and rainfall is especially important in coastal regions, where both continental and maritime influences exist together. One of
the most intriguing tropical coastal regions in the world
is the Gulf of California region in northwestern Mexico
(Fig. 1). Here, the waters of the Gulf give way to a narrow coastal plain and then up to the 3000-m above mean
sea level (MSL) peaks of the Sierra Madre Occidental
(SMO) mountain range, all in the span of less than
200 km. This region was the focus of the North American
Monsoon Experiment (NAME) during July–August 2004
(Higgins et al. 2006; Higgins and Gochis 2007).
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FIG. 1. Map of the NAME region, showing locations of the radar
network, the S-Pol 3D grid domain, and topographic bands examined in this study.

NAME involved a large network of sounding stations,
profilers, radars, and rain gauges to help characterize
convection and convective precipitation in this region.
According to Gochis et al. (2007), northwestern Mexican precipitation during the 2004 monsoon season was
similar to the long-term climatological average, making
this season an excellent choice for studying convection
in this region. Results from radar and satellite observations during the project have helped establish that,
during the monsoon season, shallow convection begins
over the highest peaks of the SMO in the late morning
and early afternoon (Lang et al. 2007a; Nesbitt et al.
2008; Rowe et al. 2008). This convection moves westward, intensifying, organizing, and growing upscale as
the afternoon progresses. Meanwhile, convection along
the sea-breeze front over the coastal plain can start just
as early. However, convection normally ends after sunset, with stratiform precipitation and fog common until
morning.
The NAME region is regularly affected by transient
weather phenomena such as tropical cyclones, gulf
surges, easterly waves, and upper-level troughs (Hales
1972; Adams and Comrie 1997; Fuller and Stensrud
2000; Bordoni and Stevens 2006; Higgins et al. 2006).
During these disturbed meteorological regimes, convection does not end after sunset; rather, it continues intensifying and organizing well into the nighttime hours
as it moves across the coastal plain to the Gulf (Lang
et al. 2007a). Moreover, early morning precipitation becomes more common over the Gulf, possibly organizing
along a land breeze or evolving from precipitation systems moving along the coast from points south. The basic
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paradigm is frequent but less intense rainfall over the
high terrain, with episodic but more intense rainfall over
the Gulf and coastal plain (Gochis et al. 2003, 2004, 2007;
Rowe et al. 2008).
As noted by Nesbitt et al. (2008), monsoon rainfall in
the NAME region provides between 40% and 80% of
the annual water resource (Douglas et al. 1993; Adams
and Comrie 1997; Brito-Castillo et al. 2003; Gochis et al.
2006). Thus, there exists a need for improved hydrological prediction and water resource management there.
Understanding the relationships among convective structure, DSDs, and rainfall in this region will assist in those
efforts, as better microphysical understanding can help
improve satellite precipitation estimates as well as parameterizations in numerical models.

b. Hypotheses
An unanswered issue is the relative importance of
warm-rain versus ice-based microphysical processes in
NAME convection. Does this vary by terrain, particularly
land versus sea? Further, do disturbed meteorological
regimes significantly affect convective microphysics, relative to convection during undisturbed periods? Do these
regime differences vary by terrain as well?
Based on NAME thermodynamic analyses, Johnson
et al. (2007, 2010) demonstrated gradual deepening of
convection over the land throughout the day, while the
majority of convective heating and moistening was confined to lower levels (below 700 hPa or ;3 km above
mean sea level) over the Gulf. This implies that icebased precipitation processes are less important over
the Gulf than over land, as these would tend to produce
heating and moistening aloft. Meanwhile, the deepening
of convection from high terrain to low terrain over land
is consistent with the results of Nesbitt et al. (2008) and
Rowe et al. (2008). But what effect does this have on
the relative importance of ice-based versus warm-rain
processes over land, as a function of terrain?
Nesbitt et al. (2008) suggested that the shallow convection over the highest terrain might imply a greater
importance for warm-rain processes there, with increasing effects from ice-based precipitation growth as convection deepened toward the coast. However, Rowe et al.
(2008) demonstrated that increased warm-cloud depth
toward the coast could aid collision and coalescence
growth of rainfall and thus explain the observed gradient in precipitation intensity. Indeed, Williams et al.
(2007) found evidence for DSD broadening below the
freezing-level altitude at a coastal profiler site during
NAME, suggesting an important role for warm-rain precipitation growth at low elevations. However, this same
profiler also identified regions of graupel up to 10 km
MSL in some coastal convection (Lerach et al. 2010).
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Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize increased
roles for both warm-rain and ice-based precipitation
development as NAME convection moves off the high
terrain. However, there may be a fundamental change
in microphysical structure once convection reaches the
Gulf, with a transition toward dominance of warm-rain
processes over the water. In addition, fundamental changes
in convective structure may occur during disturbed meteorological regimes, particularly over the coastal plain
and Gulf. This study’s aim was to test these hypotheses
using a three-dimensional (3D) polarimetric radar dataset from NAME, which can be used to estimate rainfall,
differentiate between ice and liquid water, and characterize DSDs.

2. Data and methodology
a. Data quality control and grid generation
The primary data source for this work was obtained by
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
S-band dual-polarization Doppler radar (S-Pol). The
S-Pol was stationed for six weeks near Mazatlan, Mexico
during July–August 2004 as part of the NAME field
campaign (Higgins et al. 2006; Lang et al. 2007a). The
radar operated nearly continuously during this period,
in two modes: a more common full-volume mode that
provided 3608 of coverage over a 15-min period, and
a less common ‘‘storm evolution’’ mode that observed
two or more sector volumes during a 15-min update cycle. During the S-Pol deployment, precipitation was observed essentially daily by the radar, with modulation
of intensity and spatial extent by intraseasonal variability
(Lang et al. 2007a).
The meticulous quality control (QC) of the raw polarimetric data has been addressed in other publications
(Lang et al. 2006, 2007a,b, 2009) and will not be discussed in detail here. The QC process involved—among
other things—proper system calibration of reflectivity
(ZH; to within 61 dB) and differential reflectivity (ZDR;
60.1 dB), removal of clutter and other nonmeteorological echo, removal of second-trip echo, filtering of differential phase and calculation of specific differential
phase (KDP), correction of Z and ZDR for attenuation,
and correction of Z and ZDR for partial beam blockage.
Three-dimensional Cartesian grids were created for
each available 15-min radar volume throughout the
6-week duration of the S-Pol deployment. During the
;100 h of the project that storm-evolution scanning occurred, only the first sector volume was used to create the
grid for that 15-min period. Note that these time periods
did not provide 3608 of coverage like the more common
full-volume scanning but they represented only a small
fraction of the S-Pol dataset.
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The array size for each grid was 165 3 165 3 20 points.
The horizontal grid spacing was 0.028 latitude–longitude
(;2 km). The grid spanned 2108.68 to 2105.328 in longitude and 22.288 to 25.568 in latitude, and was matched
with a section of the NAME two-dimensional (2D) regional multiradar composite grids (Lang et al. 2006,
2007a; Rowe et al. 2008), which included near-surface
observations from S-Pol and two Mexican weather service radars for easy intercomparison. The vertical grid
spacing was 1 km. The first altitude level was 1 km
MSL, so the grids covered 1–20 km MSL. The grids were
created using NCAR’s Sorted Position Radar Interpolator (SPRINT; Mohr and Vaughn 1979; Miller et al.
1986).
Convective–stratiform partitioning was performed by
comparing the convective–stratiform partitioned 2D regional multiradar composite grids of Rowe et al. (2008)
with the 3D S-Pol grids in the present study. The Rowe
et al. (2008) methodology was based on custom tuning
of the well-known Yuter and Houze (1998) algorithm
to better match NAME precipitating system structure;
see Rowe et al. for more details. Because the 2D and
3D grids matched horizontally, and because the 2D regional grid data in the vicinity of S-Pol were mostly from
S-Pol (Lang et al. 2007a), this provided accurate partitioning and isolation of convection. All the data in the
vertical column associated with a 2D convective pixel
were treated as convection. For more information about
the 3D S-Pol grids, see Lang et al. (2007b) and Rowe
et al. (2008).
To keep the focus of this study from becoming too
broad, stratiform precipitation was not analyzed. It may
be examined in the future, as it was an important contributor to total rainfall in this region (Lang et al. 2007a).
Overall, the number of convectively raining grid columns identified during the entire field project was on
the order of several hundred thousand.

b. Analysis methodology
Near-surface rainfall rate was estimated for each grid
point following the Colorado State University blended
polarimetric algorithm (Cifelli et al. 2002) as applied to
later versions of the NAME radar datasets (Lang et al.
2006; Nesbitt et al. 2008; Rowe et al. 2008) and will not
be discussed any further given the comprehensive discussions provided by these past publications. Near-surface
median volume diameter (D0) was estimated for each
0.467
(Bringi and
grid point by the equation D0 5 1.529ZDR
Chandrasekar 2001, p. 386). Power-law relations between D0 and ZDR likely have an inherent point-topoint uncertainty around 60.15 mm (Williams and May
2008). However, the exact D0 retrieval error structure
is not known for NAME because of a lack of quality
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validation data such as from a disdrometer. If the error
structure was unbiased and normally distributed, then
the expected value in the mean is 0 and retrieval errors
can be disregarded for the purposes of this study since
the focus is on mean values of data subsetted via different spatial and temporal criteria (discussed below).
However, even if the retrieval error structure was different than normal, any biases that existed in the D0 (or
any other microphysical) retrievals would not be expected to vary spatially or temporally (i.e., the problem
is in the algorithm itself, not the meteorology or the
quality-controlled polarimetric variables), making relative comparisons between data subsets still valid since
every subset would be biased the same way.
In this study, the 95% confidence intervals for mean
D0 were compared among different data subsets. These
intervals were estimated assuming the data were distributed normally (i.e., plus or minus roughly twice the
standard error). Computing confidence intervals for
means assuming a normal distribution usually works well
even for nonnormal distributions (Wang 2001), particularly when dealing with hundreds of thousands of samples, as in this study. Indeed, if anything the normal
method tends to produce larger confidence interval widths
than other methods (Wang 2001), which would make the
present study err on the side of extra caution in interpreting results.
Ice water mass and liquid water mass were estimated
for all convective grid points following the polarimetric
methodology of Carey and Rutledge (2000) and Cifelli
et al. (2002). To briefly summarize: This methodology
used difference reflectivity—ZDP 5 10log10(ZH 2 ZV),
where ZV is reflectivity from the vertical channel—to
separate the liquid and ice contributions to ZH. Then,
reflectivity–mass relationships were used to estimate ice
and liquid water mass separately for each grid point.
It was difficult to quantify the error in these retrievals,
but all the same lessons from the D0 discussion would
apply here as well. In addition, confidence intervals were
computed similar to the D0 methodology. Note that ice–
liquid water mass retrievals necessarily only provided
results for precipitation-sized particles, not cloud particles unobservable by the S-Pol.
Topographic data were obtained from a digital elevation model (DEM) that was matched to the radar
grids, exactly as in Lang et al. (2007a) and Rowe et al.
(2008). Terrain bands were broken down as follows:
Gulf of California (over water; 12 726 grid points in the
DEM), coastal plain (0–500 m MSL; 6713 grid points),
500–1500 m MSL (2934 grid points), and .1500 m MSL
(4852 grid points). The land terrain bands roughly corresponded to the low, middle, and high elevation groups
used for the NAME Event Rain Gauge Network (NERN)
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FIG. 2. Diurnal cycle of convective rainfall for S-Pol domain,
broken down by terrain band.

data (Gochis et al. 2004). See Fig. 1 for the geographic
distribution of these terrain bands.
Meteorological regimes (A, B, AB, and no regime)
were defined exactly as in Lang et al. (2007a). Regime A
consisted of enhanced rainfall over the Gulf and coastal
plain, while regime B consisted of enhanced northward
coast-parallel propagation of precipitation systems. These
regimes typically overlapped, so their intersection, regime AB, was defined by Lang et al. (2007a) as well. ‘‘No
regime’’ occurred when neither regime A nor regime B
was active. Because of the common overlap between regimes A and B, there was little difference in results for
regimes A, B, or AB versus no regime. Therefore, in this
paper only results for regime AB (i.e., disturbed regime)
versus no regime are presented. This is similar to how
Lang et al. (2007a) presented their intraseasonal results.

3. Results
a. Results over the entire duration of the project
1) DIURNAL CYCLE OF CONVECTIVE RAINFALL
As a sanity check given the different radar and rain
gauge datasets involved, the diurnal cycle of convective
rainfall was calculated for each terrain band and compared to previous NAME rainfall studies (Fig. 2; Gochis
et al. 2003, 2004, 2007; Lang et al. 2007a; Nesbitt et al.
2008; Rowe et al. 2008). The basic results seen in previous studies also were manifested in the S-Pol 3D dataset; that is, convective rainfall increased after noon local
time in the highest terrain, and the rainfall maximum
there led the maxima at lower elevations. However,
there was a minor increase in coastal convective precipitation in the early afternoon, which was reflective of
sea-breeze convection that typically occurred before the
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arrival of convection moving off the SMO. An early
morning maximum in convective rainfall was observed
over the Gulf, which also was associated with a relative
maximum over the coastal plain around the same time.
While all of the above observations were consistent
with the results of previous studies, one key difference
in this study was that peak convective rain rates over
the Gulf were relatively large. For instance, in Lang
et al. (2007a) the maximum precipitation feature rainfall volume over the Gulf was significantly less than over
the highest elevations of the SMO. A similar result in
conditional-mean rainfall rate was seen in Rowe et al.
(2008). Yet here, the maximum conditional-mean convective rainfall rate over the Gulf was essentially as intense as over the highest terrain.
This observation likely was due to a combination of
two causes. One is that previous radar studies did not
explicitly break down rainfall by convective and stratiform contributions. Thus, if light stratiform precipitation was relatively more common over the Gulf, then
total rain rates would be depressed relative to convective rain rates. There is evidence that this was true, as
Lang et al. (2007a) found that rainfall convective fraction during the Gulf rainfall peak (early morning) was
less than the convective fraction during afternoon rainfall maxima in other terrain bands. A second cause is
that Lang et al. (2007a) found early morning (i.e., Gulf)
precipitation to be more common in the southern portion of the NAME 2D multiradar regional rainfall composites compared to the northern portion. Given that
S-Pol observed the southern half of this domain, it is
reasonable to conclude that S-Pol observed the majority of significant Gulf precipitation, and thus S-Polobserved Gulf convective rainfall should be relatively
more intense than Gulf rainfall included in a larger
regional dataset.

2) DSD OBSERVATIONS
Because of the large number of samples provided by
a 6-week project (hundreds of thousands), the 95% confidence intervals for mean D0 retrievals typically were
in the thousandths of a millimeter. Frequency distributions of near-surface D0 reveal that the lowest frequency
of large D0 values (i.e., D0 . 2 mm) occurred over the
Gulf (Fig. 3). Meanwhile, over land, the frequency of
large D0 increased as elevation decreased. Mean D0
over the Gulf was 1.32 mm, compared with 1.43 mm
over the coastal plain, 1.36 mm in the 500–1500-m band,
and 1.32 mm at .1500 m. Based on the 95% confidence
intervals for the mean D0 values, the small differences
between the Gulf and the coastal plain—as well as between the highest terrain and the coastal plain—likely
were significant.
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FIG. 3. Convective D0 distributions by terrain band.

These smaller D0 values over the Gulf were, in general, consistently observed regardless of rainfall rate
(Fig. 4). In other words, Gulf convection produced a
given rainfall rate via a smaller D0 compared to land
convection, suggesting fundamental differences in DSDs
between land and sea during NAME. At all terrain
bands, the rate of increase of D0 with rain rate slowed
down considerably after 40 mm h21, suggesting that an
equilibrium DSD (Hu and Srivastava 1995) was nearly
achieved at these higher rain rates. This implied that,
in intense rainfall, warm-rain precipitation processes
were robustly developed and that collision, coalescence,
and drop breakup were nearly balanced. The quasiequilibrium D0 values at higher rain rates were very
similar among the land terrain bands (about 1.9 mm,
versus ;1.8 mm over water).

3) ICE AND LIQUID WATER MASS
Conditional-mean vertical profiles of ice and liquid
water mass demonstrated some key differences in convective structure as a function of terrain (Fig. 5).
Throughout the vertical column, Gulf convection normally contained the least amount of ice mass, and ice
mass in land convection typically increased as elevation
decreased. Meanwhile, above 6 km MSL (about 258C)
Gulf convection contained the least amount of liquid
water, but this quickly changed below the freezing-level
altitude (about 5 km MSL during NAME), where closest to the surface it contained the most liquid water.
Over land, coastal-plain convection contained the most
liquid water regardless of altitude. However, in both
coastal-plain and Gulf convection there were decreases
in liquid water content near the surface.
There are a couple potential reasons for the nearsurface decrease in liquid water over the coastal plain
and Gulf. One is that the ice–liquid retrieval methodology was partially based on ZH, and melting of large
ice hydrometeors was commonly observed in intense

FIG. 4. Convective D0 by rain rate vs terrain band. The 95%
confidence intervals are indicated by vertical lines. Too few samples contained rates .100 mm h21, making confidence intervals
too large for useful interpretation. Thus, these data are not shown.

NAME convection (Higgins et al. 2006). Thus, something akin to the ‘‘bright band’’ effect in stratiform
precipitation (Austin and Bemis 1950), which increases
ZH in the melting zone relative to points below, likely
existed in some NAME convection. As melting ice developed a liquid water coating, this may have positively
biased the liquid water retrievals around 4 km MSL.
S-Pol reflectivity profiles, which are currently being compared with satellite radar profiles, support this inference
(Rutledge et al. 2009). However, note that no such signature occurred in the 500–1500-m MSL terrain band,
despite it having the second-largest amount of ice mass
aloft. Another potential explanation is subcloud evaporation. Based on their limited measurements, Nesbitt
et al. (2008) suggested that subcloud evaporation should
be most significant over the lowest terrain in this region,
where the fall distance between cloud base and ground
level is largest. In addition, a cross-coastal gradient in
relative humidity at low levels also was shown by Johnson
et al. (2010), especially in the afternoon and evening.
However, as noted by Higgins and Gochis (2007), significant uncertainty exists regarding the structure of the
humidity field in this region, making it difficult to accurately quantify the effect of subcloud evaporation.
The integrated ice and liquid water paths (IWP and
LWP, respectively), based on the profiles in Fig. 5, are
shown in Table 1. Clearly, the Gulf stood out from the
land, with an IWP/LWP ratio of 0.40, compared to the
land where it ranged from 0.56 to 0.60.

b. Intraseasonal results
1) DSD OBSERVATIONS
Overall, mean D0 varied only 1–3 hundredths of a
millimeter, regardless of terrain band, between regime
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FIG. 5. (a) Vertical profiles of convective ice water mass by terrain band. The 95% confidence
intervals are indicated by horizontal lines. (b) As in (a), but for convective liquid water mass.

AB and no regime. Therefore, no intraseasonal analog
to Fig. 3 is shown, as these overall differences likely were
not significant. However, there were interesting changes
in D0 as a function of rain rate for Gulf convection (Fig. 6).
There was a general (and likely significant) tendency at
many Gulf rain rates (,80 mm h21) for D0 to be slightly
smaller (by ;0.1 mm) during regime AB, compared to
no regime. These differences were larger than any observed changes over land, as there were small decreases
in D0 at lighter rain rates (,50 mm h21) over the coastal
plain and insignificant changes at higher elevations. The
reduction in drop size is suggestive of increased maritime
characteristics in convection over the Gulf (and possibly
the coastal plain) during regime AB.

2) ICE AND LIQUID WATER MASS
At most terrain bands, and at most altitudes, convective ice water mass increased modestly during regime
AB compared to no regime (Fig. 7). The largest percentage increase occurred over the Gulf, while the least
change occurred in the .1500-m MSL terrain band.
Over most terrain bands, the largest increases occurred
in the heart of the mixed-phase region, around 6 km
MSL. There was some evidence for decreases above
8–10 km MSL during regime AB, especially over the Gulf
and the highest elevations. That is, whereas there may
have been more precipitation-sized ice mass at lower

altitudes over the Gulf during regime AB, there likely
was less ice at higher altitudes.
Some of the most interesting differences between regime AB and no regime occurred in liquid water mass
(Fig. 8). Over the Gulf, ice water mass increased at most
by 25% depending on altitude (Fig. 7a), but liquid water
mass near the surface nearly doubled during regime AB
(Fig. 8a). In addition, during no regime there was a decrease in Gulf liquid water mass near the surface, but
this signature was nearly eliminated during regime AB.
This was consistent with either a reduction in subcloud
evaporation or the elimination of a melting-ice signature in ZH. However, the latter explanation would not
be consistent with the observed increase in ice mass at
lower altitudes over the Gulf (Fig. 7a). In addition, there is
some evidence that relative humidity values were higher
during regime AB compared to no regime, although this
TABLE 1. Mean convective ice water path (IWP), liquid water
path (LWP), and their ratio for each terrain band, for the entire
S-Pol deployment during NAME.

Gulf
0–500 m MSL
500–1500 m MSL
.1500 m MSL

IWP
(kg m22)

LWP
(kg m22)

IWP O LWP

1.62
2.58
2.25
2.17

4.10
4.27
3.84
3.85

0.40
0.60
0.59
0.56
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FIG. 6. Convective D0 by rain rate vs regime AB and no regime. The 95% confidence
intervals are indicated by vertical lines. (a) Gulf; (b) Coastal plain (0–500 m MSL); (c) 500–
1500 m MSL; (d) .1500 m MSL.

signature was largest above 700 hPa (Lang et al. 2007a).
Coastal-plain convection showed a similar increase in
liquid water mass (especially near the surface) during
regime AB, but not nearly as dramatically as Gulf convection. By contrast, very little change occurred in liquid
water mass profiles at higher elevations, especially in the
.1500-m terrain band.
Increases in liquid water mass in Gulf and coastalplain convection were expected, given that regime AB
was defined by increased rainfall over these regions.
However, Figs. 7 and 8 point to significant microphysical
changes in convection in these two regions during regime AB, especially compared to convection over the
higher terrain (whose profiles barely changed). Over the
Gulf, the massive increase in liquid mass—compared to
the more modest increase in ice mass—suggested the
amplified influence of warm-rain microphysical processes compared to ice-based ones, during disturbed
meteorological regimes. The changes in coastal-plain
convection also supported this same inference, though
the change likely was not as dramatic. High-terrain convection, especially .1500 m MSL, was nearly unchanged
regardless of meteorological regime.

4. Discussion and conclusions
This study reveals important spatial and temporal
variability in the microphysical structure of convection

during the NAME campaign. This documented variability has obvious implications for estimating rain rates,
especially if these estimators are limited to traditional
reflectivity–rainfall rate relationships. In the spatial sense,
the primary mode of variability appeared to be between
land and the Gulf of California, with secondary variability as a function of terrain height over land. On average, convection over the Gulf featured smaller D0
values compared to convection over land, regardless of
rain rate. This was coupled with reduced ice mass aloft
relative to land convection. However, convection over
the Gulf contained about as much rainfall as over the
coastal plain, where the most intense convection resided. These results suggest that Gulf of California convection contained characteristics of maritime tropical
convection—namely, increased importance of warm-rain
collision and coalescence processes instead of ice-based
precipitation processes, which typically results in smaller
average drop sizes despite copious rainfall (Atlas and
Ulbrich 2000, 2006; Bringi et al. 2003; Rosenfeld and
Ulbrich 2003; Ulbrich and Atlas 2007; Bringi et al. 2009).
This result, which supports the thermodynamic analyses of Johnson et al. (2007, 2010), is remarkable given
that the analysis domain for the S-Pol radar was narrow
in the cross-coastal dimension (;320 km), with about
half of that viewing the Gulf. Thus, these profound microphysical changes in convection occurred within a relatively narrow spatial range. Among other things, this has
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for convective ice water mass profiles.

important implications for the accuracy of satellite precipitation retrievals in this region, as well as other locations that are subject to significant microphysical
variability (Nesbitt et al. 2008).

Lang et al. (2007a) noted that precipitating systems
over the Gulf generally had two different origins: 1)
easterly propagating systems moving directly off the coast
within the radar domain and 2) southerly propagating

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for convective liquid water mass.
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systems that moved parallel to the coast but that originated farther to the south, out of S-Pol radar range.
The former systems typically occurred in the early evening, whereas the latter were common in the early morning hours. It is hypothesized that the latter systems,
because of their longer residence times over open water
(especially before moving into view of S-Pol) and thus
longer exposure to maritime environmental conditions,
were primarily responsible for the observed land–sea
contrasts in this study. Testing this hypothesis is beyond the scope of this study, but it could be accomplished
via individual case studies of NAME convective systems.
Over land, the polarimetric data suggested that convective intensity increased with decreasing elevation during NAME. This resulted in increased ice mass aloft,
increased water mass and rainfall intensity near the surface, and often larger drop sizes over the coastal plain
relative to the high terrain. This is completely consistent
with the general interpretation of upscale development
and organization of precipitating systems as they propagated from the high terrain toward the coast, during
which one would expect average convective intensity and
vertical development to increase (Johnson et al. 2007,
2010; Lang et al. 2007a; Nesbitt et al. 2008; Rowe et al.
2008). A potential explanation for this is that integrated buoyancy [i.e., convective available potential energy (CAPE)] increased with decreasing elevation, as a
larger depth of unstable atmosphere was available to
power convection.
Nesbitt et al. (2008) hypothesized that convection
over the high terrain would have a shallower depth of
cloud containing precipitation-sized ice compared to
lower terrain. The results of this study confirm an overall reduced amount of precipitation-sized ice over the
high terrain; however, this does not imply that warmrain processes were dominant, as liquid water mass was
similarly reduced and integrated IWP/LWP ratio was
very similar to other land terrain bands. Rowe et al.
(2008) suggested that increased warm-cloud depth over
the coastal plain may have assisted in increasing rainfall intensity there, via additional cloud depth below the
freezing level available for collision and coalescence.
This interpretation is consistent with the present results;
however, given the increased ice mass over the coastal
plain it is likely that ice-based precipitation processes
also played a role in enhancing rainfall intensity. Liquidwater profiles suggested that near-surface evaporation
may have occurred over the Gulf and coastal plain, especially during undisturbed meteorological regimes, an
observation supported by the limited humidity observations presented in Lang et al. (2007a), Nesbitt et al. (2008),
and Johnson et al. (2010). However, in order to quantitatively evaluate this hypothesis, far better humidity
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measurements would be needed than were available
during NAME (Higgins and Gochis 2007).
During disturbed meteorological regimes, the most
pronounced convective differences occurred over the
Gulf. While there was a modest increase in ice mass
aloft, the liquid water mass nearly doubled near the
surface. This was coupled with a slight reduction in average drop size and was suggestive of increased maritime characteristics within the Gulf convection during
disturbed periods. This is unsurprising since these periods were in part defined by the existence of significant
precipitating systems over the Gulf, many of which traveled over water from the south (Lang et al. 2007a). Similar but less dramatic changes occurred over the coastal
plain.
Interestingly, during disturbed periods, the leastchanged convection was over the highest terrain (especially .1500 m MSL). Whether in regime AB or no
regime, DSDs along with ice and water mass remained
nearly the same. This is consistent with the inference
of Lang et al. (2007a) and Nesbitt et al. (2008) that
high-terrain precipitating systems behaved similarly on
a day-to-day basis during NAME. Convection typically
formed in the early afternoon and propagated westward. The key change during disturbed periods was
that these systems could survive past sunset, growing
upscale into MCSs and other organized systems over
the coastal plain and Gulf. Under this scenario, very little
intraseasonal change would be expected in high-terrain
convection, as observed in the present study.
While this study has shed some additional light on the
microphysical structure of convection during NAME,
it remains difficult to properly quantify the roles that
ice-based microphysical growth, collision–coalescence,
and evaporation play in producing observed rainfall rate
distributions and DSDs in this region. Putting hard
numbers with known uncertainties on these processes
remains the next great step in this analysis, but one that
is beyond the scope of this limited study. Perhaps some
detailed case studies coupled with numerical modeling
could play an important role in fleshing out these uncertainties.
As with most NAME-related studies, the present
work would greatly benefit from having additional field
seasons of S-Pol radar data to analyze, but unfortunately
these data do not exist. Such data could quantify the representativeness of the 2004 monsoon while also opening
additional avenues of analysis into interannual variability of convection in this region. The spatial and temporal
resolution of the S-Pol dataset used in the present study
was not ideal for examining the finescale structure and
evolution of convection, particularly over the lifetime
of individual cells. However, case studies of individual
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convective elements during NAME using the higherresolution ‘‘storm evolution’’ scan sets are ongoing and
will be reported in future papers. Also underway are
comparisons of the NAME field results with polarimetric radar data from other tropical regions—notably
western Brazil, northern Australia, and western Africa—
as well as the effects of observed microphysical variations on satellite precipitation retrieval algorithms.
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